. It is also believed (Wikipedia, 2010) that JIFs should follow the Bradford (or Pareto) distribution, although, following the arguments of Tol (2009), JIFs are subject to the Mathew effect and, therefore, their distribution would have the tail thicker than that of the Bradford (Pareto) distribution. JIF distributions are always asymmetric and non-mesokurtic. Mishra (2010) found that in case of most of the major discipline groups (such as biology, chemistry, economics and statistics, engineering, physics, psychology and social sciences) Burr-XII, Dagum, or Johnson SU distribution are best fit to log 10 (JIF) data for 2006.
The data on JIFs provided by Thomson Scientific can only be considered as a sample since they do not cover the entire universe of those documents that cite an intellectual output (paper, article, etc) or are cited by others. Then, questions arise if the empirical distribution (best fit to the JIF data for any particular year) really represents the true or universal distribution, are its estimated parameters stable over the samples and do they have some scientific interpretation? It may be noted that if the estimated parameters do not exhibit stability over the samples (while the sample size is large enough), they cannot be scientifically meaningful, since science is necessarily related with a considerable degree of regularity and predictability. Stability of parameters is also a precondition to other statistical properties such as consistency. If the estimated parameters lack in stability and scientific meaning, then the empirical distribution, howsoever fit to data, has little significance.
For a given year, the JIF data provided by Thomson Scientific makes a sample of a fixed size. This entire sample cannot be used to study over-the-samples stability of the parameters of empirical distribution(s). One has to draw smaller samples (better called the sub-samples) from it. That is to say that if for a given year the entire body of data on JIF is a set S of n elements, x 1 , x 2 ,…,x n pertaining to n journals, then a subsample s 1 of size n 1 <n is a proper subset of the set S (that is, s 1 ⊂ S). Moreover, for the purpose of random sampling, the elements of the sub-sample s 1 are randomly chosen from the elements of the set S. If n 1 is sufficiently smaller than n, then from S one can draw many sub-samples, s 1 , s 2 ,…, s m . Any suitable statistical distribution can be fitted to the data in these samples to obtain its estimated parameters. Obviously, there will be sampling variations in the estimated parameters. If the sample variations are within the reasonable limits, the estimated parameters are stable over the sub-samples.
The Objectives: Our objective in this study is, first, to study the over-the-samples stability of the estimated parameters of the statistical distributions best fit to the JIF data of the year 2008 and secondly to choose among such best fit distributions the one that exhibits the largest degree of stability in its estimated parameters. At our disposal, we have the positive JIF values for 6545 journals. This data makes the set S of n=6545 elements. From this S we randomly (uniformly distributed) draw 30 subsamples, s 1 , s 2 ,…, s m : m=30, each of the size 5000. It may be noted that these sub-samples are quite large since 5000 is about 76.39 percent of 6545. We believe that such a sizable sub-sample will sufficiently represent the sample, S. Which distributions to fit to the data? We have tried with numerous distributions such as beta, Burr (4p) -also called the Singh-Maddala distribution (Singh and Maddala, 1976) , Cauchy, Chi-Squared (2p), Dagum (4p), Erlang (3p), generalized normal, error function, Frechet (3p), gamma (3p), Gen. extreme value, gen. gamma (4p), Gumbel-min, Gumbel-max, hypersecant, inv. Gaussian, Johnson-SU, Laplace, Levy (2p), logistic, log-logistic (3p), normal, Pearson-5 (3p), Pearson-6 (4p), pert, Rayleigh (2p) and Weibull. It may be noted that all these distributions, except the normal, are either asymmetric or non-mesokurtic or both. We expect the best fit distributions to be both skewed and non-mesokurtic. The goodness-of-fit of the distributions is measured by three statistics pertaining to Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS), Anderson-Darling (AD) and Chi-squared (CS) tests.
The Findings: Three distributions that emerge the best fit are: Burr (4p), Dagum (4p) and Johnson SU. In the majority of cases either Burr (4p) or Dagum (4p) does better than Johnson SU on the criterion of KS test. However, on AD and CS tests, Johnson SU is emerges stronger than on KS test. It may be noted that AD weights the fit to the tails more and CS weights the overall fit more. The illustrative fits of Burr (4p), Dagum (4p) and Johnson SU distributions to sub-sample data are presented in Fig.-1 through Fig.-3 . The estimated parameters of Burr (4p) and Dagum (4p) distributions are presented in Table- 1.1. Variations in the estimated parameters over the samples are conspicuous. Large standard deviations with respect to mean and confidence values at -95 and +95 percent levels presented in Table 2 .1 indicate the instability of parameters over the samples. Therefore, nothing can be concluded or predicted as to the behavior of those parameters for any other sub-sample or even the sample or the universe.
The estimated parameters of Johnson SU distribution are presented in Table- A graphical presentation of the estimated probability density functions (pdf) of Johnson SU distribution using various combinations of estimated values of the four parameters (Fig.2) is given below. It is seen that the distribution is nice behaved.
Conclusion: This exercise suggests that to accept the fitness of a statistical distribution to given data (in this example, the log 10 (JIF)-2008 data), it is not appropriate to depend on the goodness of fit criteria alone. Stability of parameters criterion also is a very important consideration, which may not always be satisfied by the empirically best fit statistical distribution. Secondly, the Johnson SU distribution fits best to the log 10 (JIF) data and its parameters are stable over the sub-samples. Then, will Johnson SU distribution exhibit this stability for log 10 (JIF) data in other years too? We hope it will.
